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FOR OVER 40 YEARS, 
WE’VE BEEN  
OBSESSED WITH A  
SINGULAR GOAL:
DESIGNING AND BUILDING  
THE FINEST PERFORMANCE  
WATER BOTTLES.

And it shows. Our award winning Purist technology 

delivers all the purity of drinking from a glass with 

unmatched feel, flexibility, and water flow. One taste 

and you will realize what you have  

been missing - pure water taste. 

Of course, all of our products are available for  

customization through our website on our online  

customizer. We print your artwork in vibrant  

colors with environmentally friendly, scratch resistant 

non-toxic inks right here in Califnornia. So whether 

you’re interested in promoting your shop, event, or 

even a wedding invitation, we’ll ensure your bottles 

look fantastic by faithfully reproducing your artwork.

Let us design and print the best  

water bottles on the planet for you.

Premium materials 
& craftsmanship

We’ve been handcrafting custom water bottles since 1976. Doing the  

math, that’s over 40 years of manufacturing, printing, and delivering  

the finest water bottles on the planet.

Our bottles have always been BPA-free, phthalate-free, and recyclable. To  

prove it, we’re certified by the Swiss testing agency SGS. We print with  

non-toxic inks to ensure that you receive the safest product possible. 

Human Friendly. Earth Friendly.

BPA FREE

CERTIFIED PURE

UV CURED INKS

RECYCLABLE

CINDY FEINAUER

MIKE SINYARD

RYAN JONES
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Want to customize?
Use our water bottle customizer at www.specializedwaterbottles.com 

to build your own design online.

So you’re a designer?
If you are a designer, you can download specific bottle art  

templates at www.specializedwaterbottles.com

Want to chat?
Contact us at waterbottles@specialized.com 

 or 1-800-245-3462
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NOTHING STICKS

PURIST INFUSION

Inspired by nature
Just as the lotus leaf sheds water and contaminants,  
so does Purist technology. Through low surface ten-
sion, Purist shields the inside of your bottle from any 
bad taste, mold, or staining.

Certified Pure
All the advantages of drinking out of a glass, but 
with the flexibilty and safety of a plastic bottle. With 
a simple rinse, mold and residue are eliminated 
from your bottle. Purist is FDA approved, BPA Free,  
and independently tested by the Swiss testing  
agency SGS.

The tomato test
Even in extreme conditions  such as leaving tomato 
sauce in a bottle overnight, Purist infusion keeps your 
bottle pure and free of stains.

Pure Taste  
Technology.

Purist technology shields the bottle from any bad taste, 

mold, or staining. Nothing sticks, so your bottle stays 

clean and your water tastes pure.
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Purist
Like drinking from a 
glass. 
Our Purist technology shields your bottle from bad taste 

or residue build up. Nothing sticks, so your bottle stays 

clean and your water stays pure.

Fully customizable in an array of colors and  

available in 22oz and 26oz sizes.

CLEAR VIEW STRIP

CERTIFIED PURE

With a clear view strip, you know exactly how much liquid 

remains in your Purist bottle at all times.

26oz22oz



Purist Insulated  
Bring on the heat. 

The all new Purist Insulated features our Chromatek liner, a 

proprietary insulating barrier that lines the core to keep your 

liquids cold. 

This fabric blend liner starts as a blank canvas, ready to be fully 

sublimated with your unique logo and complex graphics.

Updated squeezable materials allow for unmatched flexibility. 

Match your apparel or any other gear to make this bottle yours!

NEW
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Purist Insulated  
Keeps your water  
cooler longer.
With its three layer radiant barrier, the 23oz Purist Insulated 

keeps your water 22% cooler over a two hour period compared 

to the competition, all while maintaining unmatched flexibility. 

The Purist Insulated: your beverage, cool and pure. 

PURIST TECHNOLOGY

RADIANT BARRIER
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EXTRA FLEXIBLE BOTTLE

ERGONOMIC DESIGN

Purist Hydroflo  
Our highest performing 

water bottle. 
Featuring Purist technology, the ultra light Purist Hydroflo 

keeps your water pure and your bottle clean.

With its unique, three sided design and ultra flexible  

clear resin material, the Purist Hydroflo is effortless  

to squeeze, reducing the chance of a dropped bottle  

over even the roughest of roads. 

The Purist Hydroflo: the most flexible, purest, and highest 

performing bottle on the market.
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Big Mouth (2nd Gen)
The redesigned 21oz Little Big Mouth and the 24oz Big Mouth offer an ideal 

billboard for your logo or artwork. With the surface printing area now 30% 

larger, your design has more room to shine. These new lighter weight bottles 

are more flexible and therefore, easier to squeeze. Updated aesthetics show 

off a more sleek and modern profile, while the new MoFlo cap delivers the 

highest water flow-rate possible. 

With all these tweaks and updates, we found a way to make a good thing 

even better. 
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Big Mouth (1st Gen)
The 1st Generation 21oz Little Big Mouth and 24oz Big Mouth, our 

most popular event bottles, are what we call our ‘classics’. With a large 

billboard for your shop logo, club name, or design, these bottles make 

for the perfect branded accessory at events or in your shop. 

The ice cube friendly neck, soft poppet, and easy-to-squeeze textured 

grip add elements of functionality that set these bottles apart. 



Team  
Max hydration &  
representation.
We designed this bottle just for teams. Whether you’re regional champs or 

weekend warriors, this bottle will show the rest of the world who you are. 

With 32 ounces of liquid capacity and a print area of just over 6 inches, the 

Team bottle is our largest and most customizable bottle yet.

Available to customize in four bottle colors with our MoFlo or Fixy cap.
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K.E.G. 
All your gear 
in one container.
The K.E.G. allows the rider to store all key emergency gear, such as  

extra tubes, patch kits, or even a snack all in one rigid 16oz container 

that easily fits into any bottle cage.

Option to add tool wrap to organize your tools inside. 

The K.E.G. stash cap is an ideal place to store patch kits and masterlinks.



PUSH-PULL POPPET

SCREW TOP
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Available only on

Available only on

Watergate. Our most advanced cap.
Unique push-pull, open-close heart valve design with an ultra soft, 

removable poppet.

Fixy. A new take on cap design.
An idea so simple, its advanced. No push or pull required.  

Simply aim and squeeze.

MoFlo. Delivers the highest flow-rate.
Standard push-pull design. Easy to open, effortless to use, and leak-proof 

when closed.

Big Mouth. Our classic design.
Standard push-pull design. With a soft poppet and functional  

outside grip, you can’t go wrong.

Available only on Big Mouth (1st Gen)

Available on & Big Mouth (2nd Gen)
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Need some design inspiration?

Want to show off your masterpiece?

Some of our most loved posts:

Check us out on Instagram 

@Specialized_Custom
to see unique bottles our customers have created!

Tag us in your custom bottle photos and use

 #WhatsOnYourBottle 
for a chance to get featured on our page!

Neatly display your custom bottles. 

We designed these custom bottle displays with 

your retail and event needs in mind.

Constructed from recycled fiberboard using 

sustainable manufacturing practices. 

Height 58” / Length 18.5” / Width 9.5”

Holds 50 bottles

Durable & refillable

Ships assembled & filled

Single sided - Saves floor space!

Educates your customers on Purist

POP - Purist Bottle Display

IN-STORES & AT EVENTS DETAILS:



www.specializedwaterbottles.com 
waterbottles@specialized.com or 1.800.245.3462

Specialized Bicycle Components 
15130 Concord Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037-5493  
(408) 779-6229 
All materials ©2016 Specialized Bicycle Components.

@specialized_custom 
#WhatsOnYourBottle

Created 
by you.


